Expert

Boss

Thief

Investigator

Student

Surprise

Discovery

Challenge

Punishment
Mistake

Test

Meeting

Hobby

Mix-Up

Saying “I love you”

Taking out the rubbish

Hunting a T-Rex
Mowing the lawns

Fleeing a zombie outbreak

Jumping a motorcycle

Reading minds

Crashing the computer

Racing cats

Breakdancing

Eating your Grandma’s cooking

A Pā

An ancient fortified village
A dark alley

Polyfest
The largest Māori and Pacific Island cultural festival in the world

A bonfire on the beach

A living tattoo

A bowl of writhing huhu grubs

A deadly mere

Chocolate milk

A jar full of bogeys

Snot lipstick
A wise kunekune
A small hairy domestic pig

The dental nurse

My footy coach

Zeus
The Ancient Greek god of lightning

An astronaut

An evil scientist

Australians

Identical twins

Kupe
The great Polynesian navigator who discovered New Zealand
Blank card templates, alternate rules, and much more can be found at awesome.tki.org.nz
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